826 Harry Cowley (2016)
electric cello and electronics.
for Christine Avis

Duration: Up to approx. 30’, but may
be considerably shorter.

John Aulich

The Max Patch necessary for this piece is included on this disc. It has been tested
and is working on Max 7.23 on PC and Mac.

Introduction

Routes

Finger position in relation to double and triple stops

The score is a map consisting of numerous modules along
various routes. The setup described below consists of an
analogue effects chain and a Max/MSP patch, included on
the provided disc. The material in the score should be
played for an indefinite length of time. The Max patch
takes a cumulative measure of amplitude peaks. When
this measure reaches a random, unknowable threshold,
the patch will initiate a loud ‘rupture’ event and begin a
countdown timer from ten seconds, after which it will fall
silent. The performer should continue playing during the
rupture and stop in sync with the timer.

Each route is a formal pathway that dictates the string(s)
on which the modules should be played. The route may
dictate a single string, a double-stop or a triple-stop.
Players can begin with any module, following any route,
but may not depart from a route except at a junction. A
junction connects two routes with at least one string in
common. Where one route crosses another and there is
no junction, the lines become semi-transparent.

In the case of double and triple stops, the fingers may be spread
a comfortable distance. In this case, the finger position given
on the score relates to the movement of the hand as a whole.
An effort should be made to maintain a consistent distance
between fingers.
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Technical requirements & setup:
Instrumentation:
This piece requires an electric cello with unhindered
access to the bottom of the fingerboard.
Equipment:
-

* The overdrive pedal and valve preamp
combination can be substituted for a
warm-sounding distortion pedal.

Junction

A
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A-string Route

Each module should be played slowly. A longer module
should last around 30 seconds. The pace need not be
consistent from one module to another, and rhythmic
proportions should be interpreted relative to the module
at hand rather than the whole. Each module should be
played legato, with a short pause (between 1 and 5
seconds) between one module and the next.

For the finger(s), the thickest lines indicate pressure sufficient
for an overtone-rich timbre with the fundamental intact at
normal bow pressure. The thinnest lines indicate low enough
pressure that the sound consists of multiple harmonics and
noise at normal bow pressure.

The performer should make no attempt to stifle incidental
tremolos as the bow moves position, finger scrapes, or any
other incidental sounds through the course of the piece.
Pitch
Bridge

Bottom of fingerboard

Equidistant

Bridge

Valve Pre-amp
or
Amp + D.I. Box

Normal bow position
Bottom of fingerboard

Computer
running Max 7

For the bow, the thickest line segments indicate pressure
sufficient to break the sound up. The thinnest line segments
indicate low enough pressure that overtones speak louder than
the fundamental at normal finger pressure.

Incidental sounds

Bow position and
pressure

Signal path:
Overdrive pedal
Bright tone
High drive
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Modules

Overdrive guitar pedal*
Valve preamplifier (or amplifier and
direct injection box)*
Computer running Max (with an
appropriate audio interface)
P.A. or other means of amplification

From Cello

A/D-string double-stop
route

Pressure extremes

Lower pitch limit

To House PA/Desk

Finger position and pressure

The distance between
the lower limit and the bottom of the fingerboard
is roughly the same as that between the bridge
and the bottom of the fingerboard (see diagram above)
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